
About the airline.

Spirit Airlines is an American ultra-low-cost carrier that differentiates itself from 
other budget airlines by offering customers many options for customizing their 
ticket price. Spirit offers budget travelers a very low, no-frills “bare fare” and 
then allows customers to choose add-ons for additional fees. 

Target Market 
“Price-sensitive travelers who pay for their own 
travel, and the business model is design to deliver 
what they believe their customers want: Low fares.”  
-ir.spirit.com 



Spirit is able to offer lower fares by “unbundling” many products and services that 
their competitors include in the base ticket price. Spirit’s lower fares = increased air 
travel demand, which allows for more passengers per plane and add-on profits. 

Add-ons are additional fees for almost everything with the  
exception of the bare fare ticket, such as: 

•  checking a bag 
•  boarding with a carry-on bag 
•  advanced seating assignments 
•  premium seating assignments  
•  service charges for changes/cancelations 

How they make money.

•  $9 Fare Club subscription savings 
•  offering third party travel packages 
•  offering third party travel insurance 
•  in-flight snack and beverage 
•  & more…



Analysis: 

Spirit has great business goals. However, the company 
has a negative reputation amongst many budget 
travelers. 

In January 2013, Skytrax Airline Quality Research 
downgraded Spirit Airlines to a ranking of 2 out of 5 
stars. -SKYTRAX 

Let’s find out why. 

1 Offer affordable travel to  
price-conscious travelers.  
- ir.spirit.com 

Business goals & analysis
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Compete in the airline market by offering low base prices and 
enable passengers to identify, select and pay only for the 
services they want to use. 
- ir.spirit.com 

Provide an easy way for budget travelers  
to book and customize flights online. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skytrax
http://ir.spirit.com
http://ir.spirit.com


Budget Traveler Survey User Observations

28 Participants 
• Travelers ages 23-35 
• Young professionals & grad 

students 

Details 
• 13 questions 
• Multiple choice & open response 

Survey Goals 
Gain insight into general feelings  
towards Spirit amongst budget travelers. 

Gain insight into budget travelers’  
needs, wants and behaviors when 
booking budget travel. 

3 Participants 
• 28 y/o male professional 
• 23 y/o female grad student 

Observation Task 
“You are attending a bachelor/ette party 
in Las Vegas the weekend of October 
1st. Book a round trip airline ticket for 
yourself flying Spirit Airlines.” 

Task Observation Goals 
Identify website usability pain points. 

Research plan
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Competitive Analysis

Spirit vs. Southwest & JetBlue 

I went through the booking process for 
a round trip flight for 1 adult on each 
website. 

Goals 
Determine how Spirit compares in 
number of screens/pop ups during 
booking, and the amount of time to 
book? 
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85% of survey participants had negative feelings 
towards Spirit Airlines, especially towards many of  
the add-on products & services. 

“I have never flown Spirit, but heard that they charge you separately 
for everything. Paying for a carry-on sounds absolutely ridiculous to 
me and all the different fees seem very scammy.”  

“Their baseline price is cheap, but once you factor everything in the 
price increases dramatically with every little component that other 
airlines offer complimentary. This usually just makes Spirit a hassle 
and at times just as expensive or more.” 

“Ugh! Spirit is THE WORST. They nickel and dime you for everything, 
the planes are dirty and outdated, and you are stuffed in like cattle. It 
seems like a great deal until you realize you have to pay for everything 
- including your seat.” 

• Travelers don't always mind paying an extra fee to check a bag. 
   Average reporting: 5.8 

• Travelers DO NOT want to pay for a carry-on item. 
   Average reporting: 8.9 

• Travelers DO NOT want to pay for a pre-assigned seat. 
   Average reporting: 7 

• On the other hand, being charged for extra leg room is OK. 
   Average reporting: 3 

• Paying for a snack or soda really annoys travelers. 
   Average reporting: 8.9 

Because Spirit’s profit structure largely depends on add-on 
products & services, I wanted to dig deeper to discover which 
add-ons customers felt negatively towards. Findings include:
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“I don’t mind at all.” “I feel super annoyed.”

Survey results



People book flights on their desktop & laptop. 
90% of survey participants use desktop/laptop when booking flights 

Price is the #1 concern. 
When booking a leisure flight, 71% participants named price as 
primary concern. 25% reported departure/landing time and 4% 
reported minimizing layovers 

Many travelers are interested in purchasing travel 
packages at the same time as their flight. 
46% of participants are interested in learning about vacation 
packages when they book flights. 56% are not interested and  
prefer to use a third party. 

When it comes to saving, dates are flexible. 
78% reported willingness to alter departure/landing dates if it meant 
saving money. 

Budget travelers fly often. 
46% embark on a leisure trip 1-3 times per year. 
39% embark on a leisure trip 3-6 times per year. 
14% embark on a leisure trip 6-10 times per year. 
11% embark on a leisure trip 10+ times each year. 

Some people are willing to pay more, to save more. 
46% of participants reported willingness to subscribe to a frequent flier 
program if it meant saving money. 

Survey findings (continued)



Frustration was shown throughout the entire booking 
• Difficulty navigating lowest prices (default listing organized by time) 
• Difficulty organizing list to view non-stop flights 
• Felt overwhelmed with stream of pop-up promotions at every “continue” 
• Felt annoyed with hotel/car upsell, when specifically chose Flight Only 
• Often, the CTA to continue was buried at the bottom of the page and 

users had difficulty finding it. 

Users felt hostile towards add-ons 
• 0/3 participants used “The Fast Lane” add-on option - it was offered for 

an additional $140 - which was half the cost of the flight itself 
• All 3 participants felt as though Spirit Airlines was “tricking them” into 

believing they were getting a budget flight due to the endless add-on 
options. 

• Page after page was an up-sell, and users felt as though they were being 
taken advantage of.

Observation findings

Giving up mid-way through booking was common 
• Two participants decided to quit before booking was completed 
• Users felt as though the process was tedious, and getting too 

expensive. 
• Users had to enter customer information early in the process, which 

was time consuming and a noted major pain point. 

Website functioned poorly 
• Participants felt as though the website was poorly built, and 

commented that many of the buttons and text seemed to be 
broken. 

• Loading screens took 15-20 seconds 



Competitive analysis findings

Booking a flight on Spirit is tedious in comparison to many competitive budget carriers.  
Not only does it take ample time to book, but a user must navigate through 15 pages of options, frustrating pricing and 
endless promotions. Based on user testing and research, its easy to see that the current booking process is broken, 
and must be streamlined in order for Spirit to compete in the airline market.

# SCREENS/POP-UPS TIME MOOD 

7 

4 

15 

PRICE 

14 min 

14 min 

8 min $365 

$339.20 

$389 



Let’s streamline this process.

PROBLEM 
Booking a flight takes too long, and users are abandoning-ship midway 
through the process. 

SOLUTION: 

A simplified UI 
• Dramatically reduce the number of pages it takes to successfully 

book a flight from 15 to 6 (7 if selecting seats). 

• Offer all “add-ons” in the same place 

• Organize flights by price 

• Requesting customer information last 

• Utilize white space, dropdown elements and simplistic typography to 
cut down on content 

Vision statement: 

A quick and easy-to-use booking destination that allows passengers to  
decrease ticket price during the booking process.

PROBLEM 
Customers do not feel as though they are saving money. 

SOLUTION: 

A new approach to add-ons 
Research confirms that users expect a complimentary carry-on and pre-
selected seat assignment. The new UX will display inclusion pricing for 
these 2 add-ons, while allowing customers to save further by opting out 
of the inclusions (offering the bare ethos to those who still want it.) 



Experience mapping

Spirit’s bare ethos will remain a part of 
the user experience, but in a new way!

• Tickets will include 1 carry-on item, and a 
pre-selected seat assignment. 

• Ticket prices will be slightly higher, but fliers 
will feel more positively towards the airline, 
while still having the opportunity to strip 
down to the “bare fare.” 

User selects flights. 

Carry-on item  
(Opt out & save) or (Bring 1 carry-on - default) 

Seat assignment  
(Opt out & save) or (Select seats - default) 

Opt out 
(save $25)

Opt out 
(save $14)

Select 
departure seat

Select  
return seat

Continue to add-ons page



Experience mapping

User selects destination, dates & # passengers 

User selects flights. 

Opportunity to strip down cost & select seats 

Add flight customization (add-ons) 

Review flight info, add customer info & payment 

Let’s Fly! 

User mapping & sketching simplified the 
booking process down  to 5 sections.
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1. Homepage



1. Homepage



1. Homepage



1. Homepage



1. Homepage



1. Homepage



2. Flight Selection



2. Flight Selection



2. Flight Selection



3. Opportunity to “Strip Down” to Bare Ethos



3. Opportunity to “Strip Down” to Bare Ethos



4. Seat Selection (if opted out, user would not see this page)



4. Seat Selection (if opted out, user would not see this page)



5. Premium Add-Ons



5. Premium Add-Ons



6. Review, customer info and payment



6. Review, customer info and payment



6. Review, customer info and payment



Moving forward

User testing! 
• Observe users interacting with the prototype - identifying new pain and 

confusion points 
• Observing user temperament while using the prototype. How do they 

feel about the inclusion pricing and option to earn money off their 
ticket? 

• Comparing conversions. Does this new version get more bookings? 

Adding functionality and details 
• Add Confirmation page 
• Designing user experiences for booking hotels & cars, signing up for the $9 

Fare Club, and other add-ons. 

Responsiveness & loading times 
• I recognize that users must be able to use spirit.com on their tablet and 

phone, as well as desktop. I would recommend creating a responsive site 
that looks great across 3 screens. 

• Improve loading times (current site is slow) 

Thank you! 

Questions? Comments?

http://spirit.com

